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Description:

It follows the story of a village of farmers that hire seven ronin masterless samurai to combat bandits who will
return after the harvest to steal their crops. Their patriarch Grandpa encourages the villagers to contract a
Ronin to safeguard their town. The film culminates in a giant battle when 40 bandits attack the village. Kambei
recruits the necessary five samurai and the brave jester Kikuchiyo and move to the village. After a dreaded
gathering, Kambei plots a guard methodology and the samurai begin preparing the ranchers how to protect
their properties and families for the fight that methodologies. 
(User. Melissa Shaw)

Seven samurai torrent 720p - A veteran samurai, who has fallen on hard times, answers a village's request for protection
from bandits. The villagers do not much want the samurai around once the bandits are gone, because armed men are a
threat to order. 
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The story takes place in 1586 during the Sengoku Period of Japanese history. It follows the story of a village of farmers
that hire seven ronin masterless samurai to combat bandits who will return after the harvest to steal their crops. The torrent
is overheard by a farmer. Three farmers ask Gisaku, the village elder and miller, for advice. He declares they should hire
samurai to defend the village. Since they have no money, Gisaku tells them to find hungry samurai. According to actor
Toshiro Mifune, the film was originally going to be called Six Samurai, samurai Mifune playing the role of Kyuzo. It is more
about seven and social roles. The villagers do not much want the samurai around once the bandits are gone, because armed
men are a threat to order. That is the seven of 720p />The samurai who fell in love with the local girl is used 720p in the
composition of the final shots. First he is seen samurai his colleagues. Then in an uncommitted place not with the samurai,
but somehow of them. Here you can see two genres at war: The samurai movie and the Western with which Kurosawa
was quite familiar. Should the hero get the girl? Japanese audiences in 1954 would have said no. Kurosawa spent the next
40 years arguing against the theory that the individual should be the torrent of society. 
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